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In nonaqueous media wherein the dielectric constant of 
the solvent is much lower than that of water, the solubi-
lity studies which have been reported ( 1, 2, 3, 4 ) in-
dicate that the salt effect is very pronounced. ~t has 
"been found, however, that the simple Debye-Huckel expression, 
assumin5 complete dissoc~atio? of the salts, does not ex-
plain the effects observed, and the Gronwall, La!,ler, and 
Sandved ( 5, 6) extension of the Debye--Huckel theory of 
1nter1onic attraction ( 7) has commonly been used to in-
terpret the data. One result, due to the assumption that 
all binary electrolytes are completely dissociated, is that 
the activity coefficients are exceedingly small for the 
solute even in the most dilute solutions. 
Following Bjerrum's introduction of the theory /of ion-
pairs ( 8 ), and the elaboration of the theory by Fuess and 
Kraus (- 9, 10, 11 ), there have been a series of investiga-
tions on solvents of low and·intermediate dielectric con-
stant which show that solutions in these solvents are not, 
in general, amenable to any treatment which assu·mes complete 
dissociation of the solute molecules into lone in the solu-
tion. The most convincing evidence of this effect, arising 
fro:n conducti vl ty studies ,.-ii th such solvents as ethylene 
dichloride, dioxane-water mixtures, and benzene ( 12 ) , de-
monstrates that in solutions of uniunivalont salts in these 
solvents the solute species must be considered to be present 
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largely as ion-pairs or in more highly associated conglo-
merates. This conclunion is further substantiated by the 
cryoscopic studies of ~ebb ( 13) and of Eichelberger (14) 
on acetic acid solutions. 
It has been found that the effE=1cts of a number of uni-
univalent salts upon the solubility of potassium cromide in 
anhydrous acetic acid, which has a diel~ctrlc constant of 
6.20 at 30°c. ( 15 ), may be explained in terms of an ex-
change reaction between the ion-pa.irs of the solvent salt 
and the solute salt ( 2, 16 ). This exchange may be repre-
sented by the following equation: 
(I) 
The extent of exchange te.l{ing place in the reaction re;:re-
~ented by equation (I) would then depend upon the initiRl 
concentration of MX and the value of the eq_uilibrium con-
stant of the reaction. This reaction would then in turn 
result in displacing the reaction 
KBY {Sol,J) (II) 
to the right with a corresponding increase in the amount 
of solid dissolved. 
The p~esent investigation was undertaken for the pur-
pose of obtaining further information on the effects of the 
sol vent sa.l t on the solub111 ty of a solute sa.lt in anhydrous
acetic acid. The experimentations involved a study of the 
effects of potassium, sodium, lithium, and ammonium acetates 
j 
as· solvent sal tn upon the solublli ty of ammonium br_oraide; 
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the effects of silver acetate, sodium acetate, and lithium 
. nitrate upon the solubility of silver nitrate; and the ef-
fects of silver nitrate, sodium acetate, and lithium nitrate 
upon the solubility of silver acetate in anhydrous acetic 
acid. 
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HI S1'0RI CAL 
In the latter part of the nineteenth century Raoult 
( 17 ) , Raoul t and Recoura ( 18 ) , and Becl{mann ( 19 ) in 
some _ cryoscopic studies in acetic acid- noticed that most 
salts formed almost ideal solutions in this solvent. These 
invost~gators found, also, that salts formed nearly ideal 
solutions in a whole series of solve~ts, all of which h~ve 
relatively low dielectric constants. Information of this 
type api=ears to have been largely ignored, however, after 
the publication in 1923 of the Debye-Huclrnl theory of inter-
ionic attraction. This theory had such excellent success 
in predicting the dependence of the activity coefficient of 
an electrolytic solute in aqueous solution upon valence type, 
ionic strength, and temperature that the theory was accepted 
in 1 ts entirety, and in particular the :nodel of complete 
dissociation for ail strong electrolytes in oolutlon was 
widely accepted. 
The theory predicts in an explicit ma~ner a dependence 
of the activity coefficients of electrolytic solutes upon 
the dielectric constant of the medium, and ln ofder to test 
this aspect of the theory a series of investigations were 
carried out in nonaqueous solvents. One such group of in-
vestigation~ was conducted using salt effects on solubility 
as a criterion for testing the theory. This group or tests 
consisted of the work of Robinson in acetone ( 1 ); Seward 
in ethylene d1chlorlde ( 20 ); Scholl, Hutchison, and Chandlee 
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in acetic acid ( 3 ); Seward and Hamblet in acetic acid 
( 2 ); Kraus and Seward in isopropyl alcohol and in methyl 
acetate ( 4 ); Kraus and Seward ln acetone ( 21 ); ~illiams 
and Hansen in ethanol-water mixtures ( 22) and Williams in 
methanol ( 23 ). Another approach used to test the theory 
involved cryoscoplc studies~ Freezing point depression 
measurements were made by ·1vebb in glacial acetic acld and in 
liquid am~onla ( 24 ); by Eichelberger in anhydrous acetic 
acid ( 25 ); and by Noyes and Baxter in ethanol ( 26 ). 
~hile agreement with the Debye-Huckel theory or one of its 
several extensions wa.s fou!ld by some workers, those investi-
gators using solvents of sufficiently low dielectric con-
stant found serious discrepancies between theory and experi-
ment. 
The Debye-Huckel theory is based upon the assu::npt:lon 
that a.round each ion there exists an "ion atmosphere 11 created 
by a Boltzmann distribution of the other ions around it, in 
which there is a time-average preponderance of ions of op-
po~1te sign. This model . sets up a resulting charge density 
which presumably sa.tl sfies the Poisson r8lation. 'l'he II ion 
atmosphere" so created mal{es a. contribution to the electrical 
potential of the central ion, and this potential 1s, in turn, 
reflected ln the chemical potential and other rc;la.ted thermo-
dynamic properties of the central ion. 
Bjerrum in 1926 ( 8) modified the Debye-Huckel theory 
by proposing that whenever an ion approaches to within a 
certain critical distance of another ion of o~posite charge 
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The two ions become associated into an -ion-pair. This ion-
pair is essentially a dipole which presumably does not pos-
sess an ion atmosphere of its own, nor does it contribute 
significantly to the ion atmosphere of free ions in : the 
solution. The conditions favoring the formation of su~h a 
dipgle would be high ionic charge, small ionic re.dius, e.nd 
low dielectric constent of the solvent ·medium, for these con-
ditions are those favoring stronp fields. Ion-pairs would, 
also, be formed more readily in concentrated solutions than 
in dilute solutions. This modification deals with those con-
ditions under which the Debye-Huckel theory has been least 
successful. 
The troatment proposed by Bjerrmm has be;cn most success-
ful when applied to solutions·or low dielectric constant and, 
in particular, it has given much more reasonable values of 
the lonic radius ~erameter apfearlng in the Debye~Huckel 
equation. ferhaps the grea.test success enjoyed by the Bjerrum 
theory has been in the explanation of conductance phenomena. 
The Fuess and Kraus ( 9, 10, 27) extension in 1933 of the 
Bjerru:n theory expla.ined the conductance minima .frequently 
observed .in non-aqueous solutions in terms of an e;uilibriurn 
in solution between single-, double-, and triple-ions. This 
explanation predicts quantl tati vely ho·.-.r the conductance min-
imum should shift with varying dielectric constent, e.nd it 
also accounts for the shape of the A-VC curve in the region 
below which the minimum occurrs~ Fuess and Kraus obtained 
excellent agreement between theory und experiment in the 
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study of the conductances of salts in various dioxane-water 
mixtures as well as ln some other solvents. The interpre-
tation provided by Fuoss and Kraus, using the ideas of BJerrum, 
provide a much more satisfactory picture of the nature nn.d be-
havior of solutes ln solvents of low dielectric constant than 
that given by the original Debye-Huckel explanation or by any 
of the other extensions of that theory. 
The use of acetic acid as a solvent for cryoscopic measure-
ments as early as 1884 has been mentioned ( 17, 18, 19 ). 
Much of the work with this solvent, however, dates from about 
1928 when Davidson and his co-workers started a series of in-
vestigations of its solvent properties. These investigations 
covered such a wide range of topics as the solubilities, 
the transference numbers, and the phase diagrams of a lar~e 
number of salts in a.nhydrous acetic acid ( 28, 29, 30, 31, 
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, , 37, 38, 39 ). Griswold and his co-workers, 
also, investigated ·the solubility relat1onships of salts in 
some ternRry syste~s in nnhydrous acetic acid ( 32, ·37, 40, 
41, 42 ). 
With regard to the thermodynamic ~roperties of solutions 
of salts in anhydrous acet;c acid, the data are extremely 
meager. Webb ( 24) succeeded in applying an extension of 
the Debye-Huckel equation to get activity coefficients from 
his data on the freezing points of lithium bromide, sodium 
bromide, and sodium acetate solutions in acetic acid. 
Eichelberger ( 14) attempted t6 correlate his freezing point . .
date. on ammonium n1tra.te and sulfuric acld solutions in acetic 
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acid by an extension of the Debye-Huckel equation, but con-
cluded that the solutes must exist as ion-pairs in solution. 
Other studies of activity coefficients include those of 
Hutchison and Chandlee ( 43) on sulfuric acid solutions 
using electromotive force measure~ents; those of Scholl, 
Hutchison, and Cha:1.dlee ( 3 ), who determined the solubilitl.es 
of potassium perchlorate and barium chl6rlde in the presence 
of added salts; and those of Seward and Hamblet ( 2 ), who 
made a similar investigation using potassium perchlorate and 
potassium nitrate. Both ~lchelberger, and Seward and Hamblet 
felt that the data were not well represented by any extension 
of the.Debye-Huckel theory, while the other investigators 
felt that their data were satisfactorily explained by this 
theory. 
Investigations on the conductivities of electro~ytes in 
acetic acid are limited to the work of Kolthoff and Willman 
( 44, 45, 46) who used HC104, H2S04, HCl, HBr, HN03, LiCl, 
KOAc, NaOAc, and pyridine; of it\'eidner, Hutchison and Ghandlec 
( 46, 47 ) who employed H2S04, LiCl, KCl, L1N03 , KN03 , 
{cH3 )4NCl, (CH3) 3(n-C4Hg)NBr, NaCl, NH4c1, NaNo3 , CsNo3 ,,
(cH3 )4NBr, and NaOAc; and of Jones and Griswold ( 48 ) who 
worked with the formates, acetates, and bromides of lithium, 
sodium, and potassium. Except for Jones and Griswold who 
exple,ined their results in terms of ion-po.ir formation, the 
other authors gave no complete explanation oT the data they 
had obtained. Smith and E.lliot ( 49 ), whose work depends 
upon that of Kolthoff and 'Nillman, used 1 ndi ca.tors to determine 
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the degree of dissociation of strong acids in anhydrous acetic 
acid. They came to the conclusion that species pressnt in 
solution consist essentially of ion-pairs. 
In conclusion, one mav say that although the data de-
scribing the physical state of the solute species in anhy-
drous acetic acid is comparatively scant, much of the data 
which has been obtnined leads one to bcilieve that electro-
lytic solutes in this solvent exist largely in associated 
form. 
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THE.ORETI CAL · 
In 1926, shortly after the introduction of the Debye-
Huckel interionic attre.ctlon theory, Bjerrum published the 
results of his theoretical investigations upon the effects 
of ionic a.ssoclatlon ( 8 ). l1his work involved a calcula-
tion of the probability of finding an ion in the neighbor-
hood of a second ion as a function of the radlal difference 
of separation. In deriving this probability distribution 
Bjerrum assumed, first, that the lnterionlc forces were 
purely coulombic in nature and, second, that two ions of 
opposite sign which were closer together thane certain dis-
tance would act as a single particle in respect to the re-
sulting colligative properties. Since the ion-pairs would 
have no net charge, they would have no appreciable effect 
on the ionic atmosphere of the solution as a whole: The third 
assumption made was that these"lon-pairs existed in e1uili-
brium with single ions, which can be represented by equation 
(III). . 
(III) 
This allows one to write an e~uillb~ium constant expression 
as follows: 
K = t/Y\..Jrx-J [MtX·] (IV) 
Since Bjerrum's theory is _to be the basis of much of 
the later discussion, a short outline of it will be given 
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here. Initially, Bjerrum considerod the probability of find-
ing an ion of the 1-th kind within a spherical shell of thick-
ness drat a distance r away from a given central ion to be 
expressed by 
H {1t.) d /tJ (V) 
CA, is the molarity of the 1-th species 
N 1s Avogadro's number 
f is the \-1ork necessary to separate the 1-th ion 
from the c·entral ion to. inf1ni ty
Since coulombic forces are assumed to be the only ones op-
erating, Bjerrum writes 
(VI) 
]) is the di electric constant 
E is the electronic charge 
Z;.. is the valence of the 1-th ion 
ZK is the ve.lcnce of the central ion 
It can be shovm that this probability function has 
a minimum value at 
(VII) 
Bjerrum next assumes that an ion of opposite charge lying 
closer to the central ion than is to be considered 
as paired with it. The integration of equation (V) from 
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a, the dlstancc of the closest approach of the two lona, to 
A,~ r~sults in equation (VIII) 
. . A:,~ · _ Zf. ZK€~ . _·.
Ol::: 4-nNC;_;. ·A,:l.e ?~k~- div
1000 . . _·
a- ,
(VIII) 
Bj er.rum considers a.. to be the degree of association. -
The ·evaluation . of '( V,111) for the . css·e of a single uni-
uni~alent electrolyte yields the result that 
'. 3 
oL == ~:o~C;, (n:~) Q (b) (IX) 
where 
Q (b) •J •) 
The value of the function Q(b) has been tabulated for var-
ious ·values of the argumen~ -~ raneing fro~ 2 to 80 and the 
results can be found in the tables of Bjerrum ( 8 _ )) or of 
Fuess and Kraus { 9 ).
From the value of G(_ · one can readily obte.in the e1u11-
ibr1um constant r6r the ion-pair formntion in a solution con-
taining any single uniunivalent elec~~olyte. This .is done 
as follows: 
K :: (X) 
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Upon substitution equation (X) beco~es 





ii 1t NC· ( €~ J z ·K -= I - /O(}O ... lDleTi Q(b) C£: 
1r N C.i. · Q (b) £ 
/()00
(XII) 
'h is the mean activity of the free ions 
t is the activity coefficient of the ion-pairs 
The activity coefficient of the ion-pairs is assumed to be 
unity in the dilute solution. Equation (XII) can be, in 
dilute solution, si~plified to 
K_, =
3 ' .
't 1tN I€"'.) Q(bJ 
1000 (.Dle.T (XIII) · 




1s not strictly correct since 





These inaccuracies can be sho~n by the combination of e~ua-
tlons (XIII) and (VIII) to <i;l ve o(.;= and th1 s, in turn, 
from e1,uation (XII) gives the result that 
1' = _/_
ft /-&(,
which is obviously in error. 
(XVI) 
These objections to the Bjerrum treatment have been 
eliminated by the modifico.tlons of Fuess and Kra.us ( 9 ) •
Their modification yields equation (XIII) for the ion-pair 
dissociation constant and approaches e~uation (IX) only in 
the limit of infinite dilution. The results of the above 
treatment when apflied to solutibns in acetic acid for whi6h 
D e1uals 6.20 ai 30°c~ is that electrolytes when dissolved 
in this solvent would be expected to exist f6r the most 
part as loh-pairs with extremely s~all concentrations of 
free ions. This result appears to be substantiated experi-
mentally by the conductance studies wh1ch have been made. 
It ha:S been proposed by Grls\.'.10ld, Jo ·:rns, and Birdwhistell 
( 16) that the interpretation of the neutral salt effect 
in acetic acid ought to take account of the preponderance 
of ion-pairs in this solvent, and that this may be done ln 
the following way: ~hen two salts, ammonium bromide and a 
heter1on1c un1univalent salt, MX, for example, are placed 
in anhydrous acetic acid an exchange rea6t1on can be ex-
pected to take place. This reaction, represented by 
(XVII) 
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would presumably proceed to equilibrium. · The expression for 
the equilibrium constant is 
(XVIII) 
The dissolved ammonium bromide is in equilibrium with solid 
ammonium bro~ide and, therefore, we miy write 
S~ is the solubility of ammoniuai bromide in the 
absenc§ of any other salt 
Xo is the corresponding activity coefficient 
Assuming first that the concentrA.tion of free ions is 
negliSible when compared to the concentration of ion-pairs, 




where AS ts the increase in solubility of ammonium 
bromide 
C is the initial ~olality of the added salt. 
The second assumption to be made is that the activity co-
efficients of the 1on-pa1rs are essentially equal to one 
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another and constant, or that the activity coefficient ratio 
is essentiRlly constant. 
(XXII) 






is a constant 
A S2,.
C-AS 
This equation has been found to apply ( 16) satisfac-
torily to the solvent effects of a number of different uni-
univalent salts on potassium bromide 1n anhydrous acetic 
acid. The justification for assuming that the activity 
coefficient ratio is const~nt was explored ~y , Jones ( 50) 
and his conclusions based upon the limited data available 
was that the assumption would not lead to an er.mill brium . ; 
constant differing greatly from that obtained by the use of 
activities, at 1·east ln solutions of relatively low total 
concentrations. 
If it is assumed that 1n the presence of a salt with a 
common ion a reaction of the type represented by 
(XXV) 
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may ta1te place, in which A stands for an association pro-
duct of the two ion-pairs, then the equilibrium relation 




Assuming, as before, the constancy and ·equali~y of the ac-
. tivity coefficients and neglecting the small concentration 
of free ions then · 





This · relation appears to offer an explanation of the observed 
small increase in solubility of pota~aiu~ bromide in the 
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presence of potassium aceta.te and potassium forme.te ( 16 ) • 
If one considers that it ls possible that aosoclation may 
take place between heterionlc ion-pairs as well as between 
salts bearing a common ion, then it can be postulated that 
[A) (XXX) 
and that 
Ka. - (XXXI) 
One may suppose that both association and exchange of lone 
between pairs are possible in this case. Then tA.kin3 into 
consideration both equation (XVII) and e1uation {XXX) and 
making the same assumptions as before, the increase in the 
solub111 ty of ammonium bromide is gl ven by 
( XXXII) 
and the added salt concentration at e1uilibrium by 
( XXXII I) 
and the concentration of the products of the exchange reac-
tion by -,, 
( XXXIV) 
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Upon the substitution of (XX.XII), (XXXIII), and (XXXIV) 
into e1uation (XVIII) with some modification and rearra:13ing 
we have, finally, 
2 . 2
K :: AS -2K ~St K (c-~s) c-as . 2- . a.. (XX.XV) 
~he object of this i~vestlgation will be ln part to test 
the validity of equation (XX.XIV), e-1uation ( XXIX), and c7.ua-
tion (XXXV) in connection with some systems emplo"yine.; solute 
salts other than potassium bromide. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Equipment. For the purification of the acetic acid 
a pyrex distilling column four feet in hcisht and two inches 
in diameter packed with pyrex helices wn.s used. This column 
was equipped with a suitable reflux take-off head. · 
Pyrex tent tubes eight ipchcs in length and approxi-
mately one inch.in diameter were used as sample conteiners 
during the saturation period. These test tubes were drawn-
out to approximately one-half inch in diameter nenr the open 
end by the use of a blast lamp, were cleaned thouroughly, 
and were placed in an oven nt 135°c. for twelve hours before 
using. After the sample had been introduced the test tubes 
were sealed at the neck ·.-.ri th an oxygen-gas torch. 
The sealed sample tubes were mounted in a st~inless 
steel tu.rnblins device which could accommodate 18 such tubes 
at a time, and which tumbled them end over end at the rate 
of 120 times a minute, at the sa.rne time keeping them com-
pletely submerged in the constant temperature bath. A 
Cenco bath e1uippod \.'t:l.th a stirrer, two 250-watt 1mife-edge 
heaters, and a tweive-inch A~erican Instrument Company m~r-
cury ther:noregulator, was employed. It was found neces-
sary, particularly during the summer months, to run we~ter 
which had previously been cooled by the use of a one-third 
horsepower Temprite water cooler through the cooling cells 
of the bath. This e1uipment served to hold the temperature 
. 0of the bath at 30.00 t 0.01 C. While the samples ·.·:ere· 
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being e1uilibre.ted the temperature was checked frequently 
with a Beckmann thermometer which had been set against a 
Natfona.l Bureau of Standards calibrated thermometer. 
Aft.er saturation, the sn:nples were filtered through a 
filtration device described by Cain ( 51 ), which wns modi-
fied by the use of a two-receiver "pig" so that two approxi-. 
mately twenty-gra~ identical samples could be obtained for 
analysis •. rressure was applied to the ll1uid to speed up 
filtration. The sample~ were filtered into weighed 30-
milliliter glass-stoppered containers, which were then 
weighed again to give the weight of sample analyzed. 
The anD.lysi s of the sa:nples was carried out potentio-
metrlcally using a Fisher Titrimeter, which was e1uipped with_ 
a silver indicati~g electrode and an inverted sleeve type 
of saturated cQlomel reference electrode. This reference 
electrode has a built in salt bridge which comes from the 
factory filled with a colution saturated with ammonium nitrate 
and potassium chloride. This solution was removed from the 
bridge part of the electrode and replaced with a solution 
saturated with sodium ni tr2.te. '..-.'hen the electrode \·ms in 
use the sodiu.11 ni tre.te solution vU?.s replaced every week. 
Purification of materials. The anhydrous acetic acid 
used in this work was prepared from 99.5% commercial c. p. 
acetic acid. Two liters of this acid was purified at a time 
by refluxing with a slight excess ( in excess of.the amount 
necessary to convert the water present to acetic acid,) of 
acetic anhydrlde and about 300 milliliters of benzene. The 
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benzene was thiophene-free and had previously been dried over 
calcium chloride. 'rhe n:nount of acetic anhydride 10 be used 
was calculated from the factor of DeVisser ( 52 ). After 
having been refluxed for 24 houra the mixture was fractionated. 
If any ~ater remaias efter the refluxing, it f~rms an azeo-
trope. with the benzene which boils at 78°c. After the frac-
tion containing the azeotrope and the excess benzene comes 
off the still, the temperature rises to 116°c., and the frac-
o 0 tion boiling between 116 C. and 117 C. is collected. The 
melting point of this acid was 16.67°C. and it wRs found to 
have a specific conductance of 3-4 x l0".":8 cm. ohm-1 • The 
lowest value of the speclfi~ conductance for acetic acid found 
in the literature is 0.4 x 10-8 cm. ohm-l (. 46 ) while the 
accepted melting point is 16.6o0 c •• 
The a:mnonlum bromide we,s prepared from Bnker' s Analyzed 
Reagent Grade by e~traction with ethanol, followed by re-
crystalization fro~ this solvent. Approximately 50 grams 
of the ammonium bromide was placed in the extre.ction thimble 
of a Soxhlet extractor and 500 milliliters of absolute ethan-
ol was placed in t~e dist1111~g flask. This was allowed to 
reflux until all of tho am:nonium bromide had dissolved and 
had recrystallized in the dlstilli~g flask. After the above 
process had been repeated twice more with replacement of 
the ethanol each time, the ammon.ium bromide was placed in a 
vacuum oven at 70°c. for t\•to hours, taken out, ground in a 
mortar, and replaced ln the oven for 24 hours. The ·._ pro-
duct of this purificatton was assayed at 99.97% on the basis 
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of the bromide found. The analysis , .. :as carried out by plac-
in~· a weighed amount of the salt in a previously calibrated 
volumetric flask, and titrating aliquot parts of the solu-
tion with standard silver.nitrate by the use of the titri-
meter. 
The ollver nitrate was purified by the method of Richards 
a.nd Wells ( 53 ) • It was assayed for s11 ver by gravimetric 
means, using the method of Kolthoff a~d Sandell ( 54 ), and 
was found to correspond to 99.96% ailver nltrate. 
Sodium acetate and potassium acetate were purified by 
subjectin~ the reagent grade materials to recrystallization 
three successive times from distilled water at a tempera-
ture above the melting point of the hydrate. The recrystal-
o·11zed salts were then dried at 110 C. for two days. To ana-
lyze these salts they ·were converted to the sulfate ( S5, 
56 ) • The assay was 99.93;b and 99.89% for sodium and potas-
sium acetate respectively. This material was qualitatively 
thecked for the presence of other ~etals as impurities by
spectrographic means and no impurities were found. 
The lithium acetate was prepared and purlfted by E. 
Griswold, whiie the lithium nitrate used was jurified from 
Baker's Analyzed Reagent Grade by recyrstallizing three times 
from conductivity water. The recrystallized salt was then 
dried for four days at 8o0 c. in a vacuum oven. These mater-
ials were checked for the presence of impurities by spectro-
graphic means. The water content was checked by dissolving 
the salt in methanol and titrating with Karl Fischer reagent, 
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with the result that no water was found within the limits of 
accuracy of the titration. The silver acetate was purified 
by shaking for three days in anhydrous acetic acld, then re-
peating the process with fresh acetic acid. A third si~ilar 
treatment was used to obtain a master solution of silver 
acetate for experlm~nts in which it was to serve as a solvent 
~alt. The excess solid silver acetate remaining from this 
l~st step, after bein~ dried in a vacuum oven for two days 
at 4o0 c., was assayed ( 5~) as 99.86% pure on the basis 
of the silver found. This solid was used as the solute 
salt in later solubility studies. 
Since the ammonium acetate used was never needed in the 
dry solid state, it was deemed advlsable to make a stock 
solution containing ammonium acetate 1n acetic acid. rrhls 
was done by passing am:non1c., v-rhich had been dried over 
sodium, into a previously weighed quantity of pure acetic 
acid and then weighing the resulting solution. From the gain 
in weight, the molallty of the ammonium acetate solution 
could be calculated. All salts, solut1ons, and other mater-
ials were stored in a dry box or desiccator over phosphorus 
pentoxlde. 
PreparBtion of solubility snmoles. The solvent salt 
stock solutions were made up in one liter quantities. A 
weighing bottle containing approximately the desired amount· 
of solvent salt was weighed on an analytical balance, the 
contents transferred to a tared volumetr1d flask, and the 
bottle reweighed. The amount or·acetic acid subsequently 
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used to prepare the solution 1\'a.s deterrn1~ed by welgh1!1g the 
flask and its contents on a large balance sensitive to 0.5 
mg. From these data the molality of the stock solution could 
be calculated. To prepare more dilute solutions approxi-
mately 60 grams of the stock solution was introduced into 
a weig~t buret from which weighed portions could be delivered 
into volumetric flasks nnd diluted with known weights of 
adetic acid. The concentrations of the master salt solutions 
were approximately 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 molal. All transfers 
of solverits and salts were performed in a dry box which was 
kept anhydrous with phosphorus pentoxide and wlth a stream 
of oil pump nitrogen. 
The method described above was used ~henever the salt 
was sufficiently soluble in acetic acid. If this condition 
was not ~et, a saturated solution of the salt was made up 
by agitating an excess of the salt in acetic acid on a mechani-
cal shaker for from one to three days and then used as the 
master solution. This method was used in the preparation 
of master solutions of silver acetate and silver nitrate · 
for use as solvent salts. The concentration of ~he solution 
was determined by titrating the solution by the same method 
that was used for assaying the sa~ples. 
'l'he preparation of the sa.:nple proper was done 1n the 
following ma~ner. Master salt solutions a~d pure acetic 
acld were placed in weight "burets" which were simply poly-
ethylene squeeze bottles; then varying amounts of the salt 
solution and of the pure s·o1vent were introduced on to an 
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excess of the solute salt in the test tube ampules. The amount 
of tolvent and solution used was determined by weighing the 
burets both before·end after each sample was prepared. Af-
ter precautions had been taken to prevent entrance of any 
moisture, the ampules were sealed with the aid of an oxygen~ 
gas torch. 
The sa:nples so prepared were ;;,laced in the ba.th at 30.00 
0±' 0.01 c. and allowed to equ111.brate for from seven to 
thirty days (usually about 14 days). 
Analysis. After eouilibrating, the samples were taken 
from the bath, the tip of the test tube broken, and the solu-
tion fil t~red into tared cells. The cells a.:1d solution '.,~.rere 
then weighed. The solution was transferred quantitatively 
to a beRker, and analyzed as described below. The samples 
in ~,;hich ammonium bromide had been used e.s the satu~a.tl.ng
salt were treated wtth five drops of 10% sulfuric acid to 
promote coagulation of the silver salt, and titrated poten-
tiometrically, using the titrimeter, with approximately 
0.01 N standard silver nitrate. 
In the systems employing silver nitrate or sllv8r ace-
tate as saturating salt, the silver content was determined 
similarly by potentiometr1c tl tration using o. 005 N pot8sr,1um 
iodide solution whlch ho.d been previously standardized ae;ainst 
standard silver nitrate solution. All standardizations were 
carried out using the same method that is used when assay~ 
ing the samples, and approximately 20 milliliters of acetic 
acid was added so that all conditions would be similar~ 
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Fortions or tho solid phase from representative srm~los 
were analyzed to check for the formation of solvates, mixed 
salts, or the presence of the solvent sult in the solid 
phase. For the ammonium bromide system a series of s2mples 
were made up, equilibrated, filtered, a~d the moist solid 
phase was analyzed for bromide by the method previously de-
scribed. The solid phases from the systems l~volving sil-
ver salts, were filtered, dried inn vacuum oven, and ana-
lyzed for silver. For the systems involving both silver 
nitrate and silver acetate, samples of the solid phases ob-
tained. from the mixtures having the highest concentration 
*of sol vent so_l t were analyzed for carbon a.nd hydrogen, as,
well as for silver. 
~:ualltat.tve tests for sodium were run on the soll.ds ob-
tained from some of the sodium acetate-silver nitrate mix-
tures. This was done by washing the solid first with acetic 
acid~ then shaking it up with water. The silve~ in the re-
sulting aqueous solution was precipitated with hydrochloric 
acid, the filtrate evapora.ted to dryness, the resldue ta.ken 
up in 1 ml. of water, and zinc uranyl acetate solution added. 
' .
Quantitative determinatlons'of sodium were carried out on 
two solutions as follows: The sample was filtered and weighed 
as described above, the silver was precipitated as the chlo-
ride, the solution filtered, the filtrate eve.porated to 
* Mlcroanalytical determin&tions for-carbon and hydrogen were 
run by G. 1/Jeller, M.icroa.na.lytical Laboratory, 164 Banbury Road, 
Oxford E..ngle.nd 
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dryness, taken up with 1 ml. of water, and the sodium pre-
-, cipttated as sodium zinc uranyl acetate, and the rest of the 
gravimetric procedure w~s standard ( 57 ).
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llli0ULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The data obtained from the study of the effects of 
sodium acetate as the solvent salt on the solubility of 
ammonium bromide in anhydrous acetic acid are presented in 
Table I a.nd in Fi.sure I; the effects of potassium acetate 
as the solvent . salt are presented in Ta.bl e I I ~~nd in Fi e~ure 
II; for 11 thiurn acetate as the solvent sa.lt, the results 
are given in Table III 2.nd in Fi~urc III; o.nd with ammonium 
ncetate as the solve~t salt, the results are presented in 
Table IV and in Fisure IV. 
The data recorded during the investigations upon silver 
nitrate as the solute salt are presented as follows: silver 
acetate e.s the solvent salt, Table V and Fizure V· 
'
lithium 
nitrate as the solvent salt, ·Table VI and F'lr::ure VI; an(~
sodlum acetate as the solvent snlt, Table VII and Figures 
VII and VIII. 
The data observed while using silver acetate cl .. S the 
solute s~lt are presented as follows: silver nitrate ns 
the solvent sn.lt ln Ta.ble VIII l?.nd Fie;ure IX; sodium acetate 
as the sol vent salt in Table IX and in Figure XI;. and 11 t.h-
ium nitrate as the solvent snlt ln Table X and E'igure XII. 
Since the data in Tables V and VIII deal with different 
aspects of the same system, that of silver acetate-silver 
nl tra.te-acetic acid, 1 t was deemed advisable to represent 
the combined results· e:rc.phically in on_e diazram, Fie;ure X, 
in order to brine out more clearly tho relationships involved. 
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The system ammonium bromide- alkeli .metal Q.£ ammonium 
acetate-acetic acid. The solubility of o.m:nonium bromide in 
0acetic acid alone at 30 C. wes found to be 0.007692 molal. 
The resul t·s ci ven in Tables I - III e.nd plotted in the cor-
responding figures demonstrate the charactcrlst1c effect of 
hetcrionic solvent salts on the solubility of a solute salt 
i~ this solvent. All three of the oalts, sodium acetate, 
potassium aceto.te, and lithium acetate produce a mnrked 
increase in the solubility of ammonium bromide. Moreover, 
the i'orm of the solubility curve obtr,ined in each case ls 
similar, at least supcrficinlly, to those which have been 
described for other systems by previous lnvestiga.tors ( 2, 
3 ) •
shm-rs
A comparison of the effectiveness of the three salts 
thftt at a a'.iven concentration sodium acete.te produces ,_ 
the greatest increase in solubility, lithium acetate the 
least. Thus in a solution containins solvent salt at 'o.1 
molal concentration, the solucility of ammo~ium bromide is 
found to be 0.027 molal in sodium acetate solution, 0.024 
in potass1u'.!l acetate solutio::i, and 0.021 in lithium e_cctate 
solution. The rele.tivo effectiveness of sodium .?.nd lithium 
acetate corresponds to that reported with potassium bromid~ 
( 16) as the suturatin5 salt. 
A closer examination of the data, however, brinGS to 
licht some oi3nificant differences between the results cf 
the present invcstie;ations and those previously reported 
for systems involving· r,otc,scium br_omidc. It 'd·as pointed 
out the.t ,v'ith potassium bromide as the se.turatlnf.! salt, one 
Tnble I 
System Ammonium Bromide-Sodium Acetate-Acetic Acid at 30°c. 
iC" *Concc!1tration of Solubility of 
3od1um Acetate Ammonium Bromide K ( cci uation XXIV) 
c. s. 
0.0000000 0.007692 ------- .. -
• 0007611-5 .003095 0.000450 
.001025 .908514 .00333 
.001225 .008698 .00ll-60
.001320 .008812 .00630 
.001470 .Q09004 .0111 
.003711 .01119 .0578 
.005057 .01209 .0295 
.005745 .01249 .0242 
.005835 .01259 .0257 
.007223 .01324 .OH34 
.01039 .01475 .0150 
.01311 .01569 .0125 
.01963 .01730 .00920 
.02382 .01807 .00802 
.02739 .01888 .00773 
.03039 .01940 .00736 
.03131 .01942 .00701 
.04122 .02143 .00687 
.04165 .02155 .00691 
.04400 .02160 .00642 / 
.04425 .02164 .00642 
.'01~657 .02193 .00626 
.04673 .02215 .00648 
.05360 .02285 .00597 
.05416 .02299 .00602 
.05472 .02307 ,.00601 
.05997 .02363 .00577 
.06536 .02430 .00561 
.07334 · .02515 .00544 
.09160 .02691 .00511 
.1051 .02827 .00501 
.1522·.- .03285 .00498 
Solid phase: Ammonium bromide throuEhout 
i(-
Conc en tra ti on s reported throughout all tables in this thesis 
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may postulate the simple exchanse reaction 
K"'B - M+x- .K...x- +. )" + -- (XXt~VI) 
which then .leads to an eq:uilibrium constant cxpress1o!1 in 
terms of C and AS , e1uation x~uv. ',·ihen K is ce.lculated 
in this way, using tho de.ta for sodium acetate as sol vent 
salt a::-id ammonium bromide c,_n solute salt, the values are
found to otart low, to rise sharply to a maximum, and then 
to descend, an shown in the third column of Table I. The 
variation is so pronounced as to leave no semblance of con-
stancy in Potassium acetc.te disple,ys a similar be-
havior, as in indicatsd by the velues of "K" in the third 
column of Table II. In this cane, however, the variation 
in K is not nearly so·markcd. Finally, lithium acetate shows 
what mi:.::_:ht be colled a normal effect. In this cane K ls 
essentially co'!"ls ta.nt e.t o. 00200, with no trend indi62.t ed. 
The unununl behavior of sodium acetate D.nd poto.sslum 
acetate cannot, of course, bo interpreted in torrns of a 
simple ion-priir exchanre reaction, cut poi:1.ts to the involve-
ment of a more complicated process. The relatively hich 
values of AS in ~he rerion of low concentrati6n o{ added 
salt su=gest the formation of more or less coxplox .a35re-
r5e.tcs involvinc, perh:::.:-;s, several 2.mmonium bromide lon-pri.irs 
asnociFttod with ee.ch sodium or potassium e.ccte.te ion-pair. 
This would be expected to result ln a pronounced solubiliza-
tion of the ammonium bro:nide ev_en at low concentrations of 
added salt. jith ~n increase in conce~trntion of added snlt 
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beyond a certain range, it is conceivable that the predomi-
nant process m.13ht bo a breaking down of those agg1"egates 
into simpler eroups involving a higher ratio of solvent salt 
to ,!:~mrnonium bro:nid.e. Tho for:na.tion of simple ion-:p2.irs of 
the type NH;OAc M+ -D.nd a.,. might become important in the
higher range of solvent salt concentration. Tho form~tion 
of complex aggregates, if this in what does occur, v:ould 
appear to be a property more or less pecui1ar to the ammo-
nium ion, but also influenced.by the nature of the metal 
ion of tho nddcd salt. Fosslbly lithium acetate does not 
produce the effect because of a high desree of salvation 
n.nd conse-1uently a. large effect! ve rn.dlus of the 11 thlwn 
ion·, resul tint3 in a woo.kcr force fleld around this ion-pair 
dipole. It in conceivable that hydrogen-bondinc involving 
the amnonium ion e.nd tho riesntivc oxysens of the acetate 
lon r.iay _play an importc.nt po.rt in o.ccountlns for the 'unusuc.l 
behe.vior of um;nonit.L11 bromide. 
The effect of a salt having an ion.in common with the 
30lute salt le shO\m in Table IV and Fic:ure IV, ':-:here the 
solubility of amcon1t.L~ bromide in the prcscn?e of ammonium 
acetate in concentrations up to about 0.22 molo.1 ls r0ported. 
As the curve indicates, there is :10 evidence of a. decrease 
in solubility nt 2..ny concentration of added so.l t. On tho 
contrary the solubility of ammonium bromide actu~lly increases 
with increasing concentration of ammonium acetate. Atove 
about 0.025 molal conce~trat1on of the latter salt, the ef-
fect becomes especially pronou~ced, and it is seen th~t in 
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this re,:,::ion AS varies linearly with C , the concentra-
tion of ammonium acetate. This linear relation between AS 
and C is precisely what would be predicted if association 
between the two salts in solution occurred in the manner 
r$presented by equation ( XXIX. ). From the slope of tho 
line a value of Ka equal to 0.028 is calculated. Below 
about 0.025 mole.l ·with reopcct to nmmo-n.ium acetate the slope 
of the curve decreases, v:hich may indicate the formation of 
another type of a3gregate in this re5ion. 
On the whole the solubility beho.vior of ammonium bro-
mide described in this thesis would appeer to give evidence 
that the formation of aggregates of asooci&tcd .ion-pairs 
(presumably) is of V'8ry considerable importc.nco in the in-
terpretation of salt effects here. Ion-pQ1r exch~~ce bo-
t\rnen heteroionic salts occur also, but this phenomenon o,lone 
doeA not offer an adequate expla~ation of the solvc~t cf-
fects observed, except, perhaps for the system i~volvln~ 
' 
11 thium e.cetate as the sol VEJQt salt. 
The systems silver nitrate-uniu:1ivglc::1t solvc~t so.lt-
acctlc acid. It w2.s pointed out in the proceedin5 section 
the.t am:no!li um acet2.te, evon thouzh it ho.n an ion in common 
with nmmonium bro~ide, nevertheless produces no decreise in 
solubility of-the latter. Sl~ilar absence of the familiar 
"common-ion" effect he.s been noted in previous investie:ations 
in this solvent. One mar~~d exception to this type of be-
he.v1or hF1.s been reported by Davidson and Geer ( 31+ ) , who 
obcervcd thr-.t the solub"ll1ty of silver nitre.to in tbe )::re-
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sence of 11 thiU.'Il nitrate at first e;oes throut3h a pronounced 
minimum and th0n increases e..s the concentration of solvent 
salt is increased. This suggested that there misht be some-
thing unusual about the behavior of silver nitrate and per-
h~ps that of other silver salts in acetic acid which it would 
be of interest to investigate. 
Although silver acetate itself has a rather low solu-
bility, as will be sho~n in the next section, its solubility 
is sufficient to permit its use as o. solvent salt in low 
concentrations; Table V and Figure V give values of the 
solubility of silver nitrate in solutions of silver ace-
tate of concentrations ra~~ln~ up to about 0.004 molal, 
There is a distinct decrea • o ln solubility throuehout this 
reEion, as the curve shows. Because of the low solubility of 
silver acetate itself and the· :r:;robrlble 11 comcion-i~n 11 effect 
of silver nl.tra.te upon it, the solid phase in o:rnil!brlum 
with solution cont2ining the highest concentration of sil-
ver acetate was &nalyzed for silver and fqr carbon and hy-
crogen. The silver anQlysis corresponded to 99.97% silver 
nitrate, but because the ~olecular weights of silver ni-
trate and nilver ~cetate are not widely different, it was 
thought advisable to have the additio~nl anelyses made. 
~icro2:mtlyticc.l c:.otcrmi-.:-1e.tions of c~rbo!1. E'..:-id .hydro5en in 
the solid yielded only trace aiounts, lndicntlnz thnt the 
solid phase was indeed silver nitrate. 
For complete~oso the effect of lithium nitr2te on sil-
ver nitrate solublli ty we.s r0i~vestiso.ted, c..nd the results 
Table V
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Fiqu.re V Solubility of Silver Nitrate in the presence of Silver Acetate 
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Table VI 
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Figure VI Solubility of Silver Nitrate in the presence of Lithium Nitrate 
Table VII 
System Sodium Acetate- Silver Nitrate- Acetic Acid at 30°c • 
. Initial Concentration 
























































Solid phases: A, Silver nitrate; B, Silver acetate and 
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a.re presented in Table VI a~1d Fisure VI. l'he rooults of 
this study when plotted on a curve ran pn.rn.llel to, but 
slightly lower than, the curve be.sed upon the de,,,ta of David-
son and Geer. The solubility of silver nitrate in the pure 
sol vent ,ms found in. this inventig8.tlon to be 0.006166 at 
030 C. while Davidson and Geer reported at this name tem-
perature a v~lue of 0.00646 molal. A decrease in the solu-
blli ty to ~.p;:roximst.ely o. 03 molnl 11 thiwn ni tro.te is clearly 
shm,.rn. Above this cm1centratio:1 the solubility increases. 
The common-ion effect observed in those tv:o canen me.y 
indic2te a creator dissociation of th€ silver nitrate than 
appeers to be usual for other salts in this solvent. 
A third solvent sa..lt, sodium acetate, we.s used \dth
silver nitrate, but again the relatively low colubility of 
silver acetate introduced complications. In oolutions with 
concontro.tio:c1s of ;:,odiu.rn .. acetate re.n2:ing up to ab(?tit/ 0.0011-
molal, the solubility of silver nitrate shows a sharp pro-
gressive incre2.~e, as is shown by the curve in FiE:;ure VII. 
In this ro~ion the solid phase ls silver nitrate. 
Somewhere beyond about 0.0011-3 molal sodlurn acetate the 
concentration of silver in solution suddenly ceases to ln-
crease rapidly, but l~stcad shows R very sredual i~crease 
,,,:hich persists until the sodium acetate concentrc.tion he.s 
reached a value lyinc somewhere between roushly 0.015 end 
0.03 molal. In this re.nr:e the ap~~'care.:1ce of" the solid and 
its behavior with respect to settli~g was precisely that of 
a mixture of silver nitrate and silver acetate. Determine-
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tion of silver in a sample of tho solid obtained from one 
of the solutions gave a result intermediate 'between those 
calculated for silver nitrate n.nd silver acote .. te. Qualita.-
t1 vo tests shm•;ed no si5nifico.nt qu-?-nti ty of sodium in the 
solid. 
With 1ni tie.l oodiura acetate concontre.tlo:is of aVi-n"oxi-
mately 0.03 nolal and higher, it was found that tho silver 
concentration in the solution beco.me constEtnt. From phase 
rule considerations this appeared to indic~tc the presence 
of three solid pbe .. sos in equili br'iu.11 Hi th the solution. A 
~ualitative test for nodium 1n the solid phane showed it to 
bo prose~t. Two solutions of sodium P.cotate in acetic ncid 
were then prepared, one 0.03564 molc.l n.n.d ono 0.0556lt molal, 
an excess of silver ni tre.te was added to each, anc. tho mix-
tures tumbled for the usual period of time. A sodiu~ nn~ly-
aio was run on each solution, both yielding ecsentially the 
samq result, 0.02225 molal. Above this conce-ntr2..tion of 
sodlu':! e.ceto.te, therefore,· the system e.pi=o.re:itly becomes 
isother:nc.lly lnve.rlent, rn o'J_ulllbriurn with three eolld 
phr.~ses, presumably silver nitrate, silver e.cetatc, o.nd sodium 
nitrate. The value of 0.02225 for tho molQlity of sodium 
nitrate in solution was used 1n calculatin5 the molality of 
silver nltr~te as given in Table VII from the analytical 
results obtained for all tho solutions Qbovc this v~luc. 
Tho ap~;earo.nco of the solid, e.s before, resemoled that of a 
mixture of the two silver sults. lnas:nuch ns D::!.Vldson and 
Goer ( 34) report the solubility of sodium nitrate in pure 
acetic acid to be 0.0202 mole.l o.t 25°c., it seems reason-
able to suppose that it is the third solid phase. 
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Taken toe:ether these results indic~te the following 
se11uence of events -.ri th prosressivcly increased concentra-
tion of sodium acett>..te. At first, the solub1li ty of sil vcr 
nitrate is ~arkedly increased, and at lenst one process 
occurrins in solution would appear to be an exch2.nge reac"'." 
tion producing silver acetate and sodium nitrate. At o.bout 
0.0043 molal. sodium acetate the saturation value of silver 
acetate is reached, nnd silver acetate appears as a solid 
phase tosether with silver nitrate. Additio:i[:!.l P,odium ace-
tate results chiefly in converting solid silver nitrate into 
silver acetate, replncin~ 2.11 e:~1ulvc.le:1.t anount of sodiu.11 . 
acetate by sodium nitrate in solution. In.this reGion the 
concc:itration of silver in the solution unclercoos c. very 
sma.11 incr00.se with L10rease in alkD-li mete.l salt concentra-
tion. Above 0.02225 molal sodium concentration solid sodium 
nitrate is precipitated and the solution becomes isothermally 
invariant. It may be rernnr1rnd tho.t the totc..l nil ver con-
centration in this solution is somewhat hicher than in the 
solution pha.se of the isothermally i~vm.tr.io.nt three-co:npo-
nont syste:n, §ilver ni tre.te-silver n.ceta.to-acetic acid ( See 
Figure X). 
'rhe s,rstcms silver acote.tc-urilunlve.lcnt se.lt-ncetic acid. 
Th0 effects of three different solvent salts on tho solubi-
lity of silver acetate were invostigntod in the present wor~. 
Two of tbom had an ion in commo!l w:. th sil vcr e.cetate, the 
1£a.ble VIII 
System Silver Nitra.te-Silver Acetate-Acetic Acid at 30°c. 
Concentration of 
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F~gure X The System Silver Nitrate~ilver Acetate-Acetic Acid 
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Table IX 
System Sodium Acetate-Silver Acetate-Acetic Acid at 30°c. 
Concentration of Solubility of 
Sodium Acetate Silver Acetate K ( equation XXIX) c. s. a
0.0000000 0.004702 ------
.0009294 .004722 0.0220 
.002309 .004778 .0340 
.002791 .004793 .0337 
.01606 .005060 ,0228 
.02062 .005122 .0208 
.02572 .005190 .0193 
.02638 .005182 .0185 
.03038 .005241 .0181 
.03669 .005304 .0167 
.03789 .005313 .0164 
.04440 .005400 .0160/ 
.05845 .005563 .0150 
.07165 .005707 .0142 
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~igure XI Solubility of Silver Acetate in the presence of Sodium Acetate 
Table X-
System Lithium Nitre.te-51lvor Acetate-Acetic Acid at 30°c. 
Cone cntra.tion of Solubility of 
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~igure XII Solubility of Silver Acetate in the presence of Lithium Nitrate 
12
third did not. Results of the study using silver nitrate 
as solvent salt show that the "common-ion" effect ls , pre-
60 
. sent ( Sec Table VIII and Figure IX). Tho hi t~ hest concentra-
tion of silver nitrate employed, 0.006790 moln.l, prepared 
0at a tempero..ture above 30 C., ~,ms actually somO\·rhat e;.bove 
its solublli t'y value at 30°c. which is 0.006166 molal. 
Nevertheless the G.ppe~rc-.nce of the solid R..nd the fo:.--m of the 
curve nhown in Fizure VIII iYJ.dicnted that the solid phase 
was silver acetate nlo!le. A c:rs.~1imetrlc determination of 
silver in the solid corresponded to 99.92% silver acetate. 
The solubility of sil vcr acetc.te in th:ts solution ~-:as found 
to be 0.002966 c.c cont1"'0.sted with 0.004702 in c.cetlc c.cld 
a.lone. '.·!hen the data in Tc,blcs V c.nd VIII c..rc plotted to-
~ether. the dia~r~m ~hown in Fi~uro X results. It is seen 0 , .
here that both silver acetate end silver ~itrate were ob-
tai~Gd in regions of metastable SQUilibrlu6. In view of the 
difference in crystal structures of the two, it is perhaps 
not surprisinc that neither o~e arJpearg_ to 'be very effoc-
. tive in lnducin~ crystallization of the other. 
The second study co~ducted usinz sllvcr acetate ao the 
solute salt in the presence of a snlt with a common iori 
employed sodiu• acct~to as the solvent salt. These results 
differ markedly from those described above (See Table IX 
and Fl sure 'XI). r.rhc dlff •::roncc bchtecn the two studies is 
:tmmcdintely r~ppnrc~t . since there ls no "cornmo!'l-ion" effect 
nresent 111 the latter study. _Eather, the plot of the solu-
bility of silver acetn.te c..gn.i;1st tho concentration of sodium 
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acetate (Figure XI) shows that tho solubility of silver 
acetate initially increases rapidly, but at hicher concen-
trations of added salt it boco~cs al~ost a linear function 
of thc·a.ftlount of solvent salt present. A welshed sample of 
tho solid phase was titrated potentiometricai1y with potas-
sium iodide solutio:::1., r.1nd it ass::,yed at 99.921~ silver ace-
tate on the basis of the silver found. The vnlues of the 
Ka, calculated by e·1ue.tlon XXIX and tabulated in Table IX, 
go throu,sh a oll.~:ht maximum nnd then docreaso in a regular 
mnnnor. The trend in the Ka's may be ev~dence that some 
associ~tion product is formed at the lower concentrations 
of .s-~dded salt ·v·rhich is transformed into n less co~nplex pro-
duct in t·hc more concentrated De.mplos. 
The effect of the hetcrionic solute salt, lithium ni-
trate, upon the solubility of silvo~ acetate ls to increase 
it nt almost the rate predicted by the ion-pair exchanso 
theory ( Gee rrable X and Fisuro XII). The vn.luc of the K's 
calculc.ted from e-;_uat:.on XXIV incrsnso cloi.-!ly ,,\·i th inc::.. .... co.n-
inc solvsnt sc.l t co;iccntre.tion. The a.veretzc vr:.luo of this 
K is 7.51 x 10-4 and it has nn averase deviation of 0.21 x 10-4• 
A plot of the Ka values from Table IX against concentration 
of added snlt, was made and from this was read the value of 
11 Ka" correcpondins to a ci von conce~tration of li thiu.tt ni-
trate ~s the added salt. This ficuro was then used in esue-
tion -X:X:X.V to calculate e. value of Z. The results of this 
rA.ther arbitrary procedure gave an nvoraso K of 6.77 x 10-4 
with rm average deviation of 0.12 x 10-1~. Tho values of K 
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obtained in this \•my not only show a s:naller av0r,s.3e devia-
tion than those from equation XX.IX but aloo exhibit no trend. 
The results of this investigation give further support to 
the hypothesis that two processes are takin5 place in the 
acetlc acld solutions. The first of theoe bolnc an exchance 
react.ion between tho 1on-po.irs of the solute a:1d sol vent 
salt, and the second an association between the ion-pairs of 
these salts. l\. rortion of the solid phase from the sa:nple 
with n lithium nltrato concentration of 0.1285 molal was 
assayed ~t 99.92% silver acetate on the basis of the silver 
found and showed no evidence of tho presence of silver ni-
trate. tith initial llthiwn nitrate conc0~trations as hish 
c...s this, it woulc. be expected thnt solid sll ver nl trate, 
produced by metathesis, ou3ht to appear since the total sil-
ver concentration in this instcmce is 0.0lltl+l molal, con-
sideratly in excess of the hichest obtained in tho syotem 
sil vor ni trc:rto-sodium c,cetate-2..cetic acid. It may be of 
course that this and psrhaps so~e of the other solutions 
.wero actually supersaturated with respect to silver nitrate. 
Unfortu~ately seeding with some crystals of this s~lt was 
not tried. 
1. The solubility of anmoni U.'11 b1--omide at 30°c. in acetic acid 
alone and in the presence of sodium acetate, potassium 
acetate, lithium acetate, and ammoniu~ acetate of various 
concentrations has been determined. In pure acetic acid 
at this temperature ammonilli11 bromide dissolves to the ex-
tent of 0.007692 moles per thousand grams of solvent. The 
three heteroionic salts all produce a marked increnoe in 
solubility, thoir relative effectivsnoss nt a. sivon conccn-
tration, decreasins in the order soc.ium accte..to poto.ssiurn 
acetate 11 thium acetate. A-nmonium acetate displays no 
common-ion effect on am:nonlu.11 bror:iide, but c.ctw::i.lly increases 
the solubility of the latter to a s~all extent. 
2. The solvent effects of silver acetate, llthlum nitrate, 
2.nd sodium e.cetate upon silver ni trc~te in c..nhydrou& acetic 
0acid at 30 C have also been investicated. The solubility 
of silver nitrate in the pure solvent is 0.006166 molal. 
Silver acetate 1-::roduces a marked decrease in nolubility. 
Lithiun nltre.te also produces R pronou-~ccd L1iti8.l decrease, 
followed by an increase at hl~hcr concentrations of solvent 
1...) 
'Sc..l t, in esce:1tlal 2.creeoent wi.th the wor:r of Dr:widson n.nd 
Geer ( 34 ) • Sodiurr2 acet2.te ce.uscs a sharp i:1crcaoe ln solu-
bility up to a pol~t st which silver acotato appears as,
solid phase. At still hiEhor lniti~l co~centrations of 
sodium e.cetate a third solid ph[;.sc, o.:;:,paren~ly sodium nl trc.t0, 
appears. 
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3. The solubility of s~lver acetate ln acetic acld at 30°c. 
has been determined to be 0.004702 mole.l. Its solubility 
in the prese~ce of silver nitrate, sodium ecetate, a~d li-
thium nitrate has also been lnvestl5ated. Silver nitrate 
produces a decrease in solubility, but sodium ncetate produ-
ces a disti!lct, though small, increase. Lithium nitrate 
produces a ~arked increase in solubility. 
4. The validity of the hypothesis that an exchan5e reac-
tion tnkinc pl~ce between hetorolonic ion-pairs may per-
hapc account in large mecsure for the neutral sult effect 
in a:i.hydrous acetic c.cid he.s been exa• inod. 'rhis hy:pothecis 
has been shO\m to be cc.1x!.blo · of partially c:xplalninc; tho 
salt effects found .in the systems which used a:nmoniu.T.·bro-
mide and silver acot~te as the solute ·s~lt, but in the sys-
tc:ns uning silver nitro.te ao the solute salt a "common ion" 
effect wc.n observed. 'l'his latter :phEmomcnon ls probl'~bly due 
to a great er degree of dissociation of the silver nitrate 
ion-pair thnn of moot of the other selts. 
5. Tho solubility studies indicate, aloo, that in addition 
to the formo.tion of lon-ps,irs nome :nore or less co-:-uplcx 
a.ssociatio·!1 ;,roducts are for:ned in e.t loc .. st some systems in 
anhydrous acetic acid. 
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